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Historical or Biographical Note
CHISPA was built in 1879 by Matthew Turner in San Francisco and her sails were made by Simpson & Fischer. The day after launching the yacht took first prize in a San Francisco Yacht Club race and was known to be one of the fastest yachts in San Francisco Bay and offshore. Among the notable family names who boarded the craft were: Crockers, Sharons, Slosses, Spreckels and Grants. The yacht was owned by Commodore I. Gutto and affiliated with the San Francisco Yacht Club and later the property of the Chispa Club, of which Herbert Eloesser was a member. From 1915-1918 CHISPA was captained by Charles (Cappy) Chittenden. In 1917 the yacht was sold as a freighter.
Chittenden went on to captain EMMA (yacht), owned by Herbert and Nina Eloesser. EMMA was built by Lester Stone for Herbert Eloesser. The yacht was owed by Eloesser until it was sold in 1939.
CADDIE (built 1909; launch) built as a passenger vessel to ferry golfers from San Rafael to the San Rafael Golf Club. Also used in the service of towing vessels, including CHISPA, to moorings. The vessel was built by H. Anderson at South San Francisco.

Source: Newspaper articles and transcripts of oral histories that have been glued to the back pages of the logbook.

**Collection Scope and Content**

CHISPA (built 1879; schooner, 2m: yacht) logbook, 1915-1918 and 1973-1977 (SAFR 16447, HDC 163) is comprised of 1 logbook that describes many pleasure cruises of the yacht CHISPA, a few pleasure cruises of the yacht EMMA, and some historical information that is pasted into the back of the volume. The collection has been processed to the item level and is open for use without restrictions.

The logbook describes the pleasure voyages of CHISPA in and around San Francisco Bay with mention of locations such as San Rafael, Sausalito, Tiburon, Mare Island, San Pablo Bay, Hunters Point, Racoon Straights, Point Bonita, Goat Island, Paradise Cove, Belvedere Point; there is also mention of the Tower of Jewels and Panama Pacific International Exposition; and the battleship Oregon. These voyages were captained by Charles (Cappy) Chittenden.

For most voyages there is a list of signatures of those onboard frequently including H. (Herbert) Eloesser. The logbook contains descriptions of the daily activities of passengers including meals, musical entertainment, merriment and swimming. There are a couple of poems written into the logbook.

There are also several entries in 1918 that are about the yacht EMMA, owned by Herbert Eloesser and skippered by Charles Chittenden. Collection also includes photographs, sketches, photocopies of articles and clippings, and transcripts of conversations regarding the history and fate of CHISPA.
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